In this study, an uncertainty analysis procedure for joint sequential simulation of multiple attributes of spatially explicit models was developed based on regression analysis. This procedure utilizes information obtained from joint sequential simulation to establish the relationship between model uncertainty and variation of model inputs. Using this procedure, model variance can be partitioned by model input parameters on a pixel by pixel basis. In the partitioning, the correlation of neighboring pixels is accounted for. With traditional uncertainty analysis methods, this is not possible. In a case study, spatial variation of soil erodibility from a joint sequential simulation of soil properties was analyzed. The results showed that the regression approach is a very effective method in the analysis of the relationship between variation of the model and model input parameters. It was also shown for the case study that (1) uncertainty of soil erodibility of a pixel is mainly propagated from its own soil properties, (2) soil properties of neighboring pixels contribute negative uncertainty to soil erodibility, (3) it is sufficient for uncertainty analysis to include the nearest three neighboring pixel groups, and (4) the largest uncertainty contributors vary by soil properties and location.
Introduction
Soil loss in the USA is currently predicted using either the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) or the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) (Renard et aI., 1997) for the purpose of agricultural, rangeland and environmental management. Both USLE and RUSLE are related to rainfall erosivity factor (R), soil erodibility factor (K), slope length factor (L), slope steepness factor (S), cover management factor (C), and support practice factor (P). These equations consist of empirical model sets derived from an extensive database and their model parameters contain uncertainty when using these equations for a specific area. Moreover, these factors vary over space and time, depend on other variables, and may be correlated with each other. Additionally, errors in sampling, measuring, and modeling will lead to uncertainty in the estimate of these factors. These uncertainty sources should not be neglected, since they will propagate into the prediction of soil loss. Uncertainty might be important, particularly when local estimates are required for management planning. Thus, there is a strong need to develop a general methodology for the spatial assessment of uncertainty for users of such systems.
In recent years we have been working on a large project related to the prediction and uncertainty analysis of soil erosion using the USLE and RUSLE. Our objectives are to develop a general procedure for spatially and temporally predicting soil loss, identifying various errors, modeling their propagation, and generating error budgets in order to provide guidelines for error reduction and management planning. As one part of the overall of uncertainty analysis for soil loss prediction, the study reported here focuses on a method uncertainty assessment of soil erodibility factor K used in the USLE when spatially explicit joint simulation methods are used for modelling the soil erodibility factor K. The methodology presented here will be extended to the full USLE and RUSLE.
Uncertainty analysis is essential to evaluate and control the quality of model simulations. It is the first step to efficiently improve the quality of simulation predictions. There are many uncertainty analysis methods for non-spatial simulation models, such as methods based on Taylor series, Fourier series, Monte Carlo simulation, and computational experiment design (Cox, 1977; Cukier et aI., 1973; Dawning et aI., 1985; Fang and Gertner, 2000; Gertner et aI., 1996; Jansen et aI., 1994; Parysow and Gertner, 2000; Matsumoto et aI. 1994; Sobol, 1993) . Functional models are often developed to predict certain resources and properties based on mapped attributes. These mapped attributes are input parameters (inputs) of the functional models. Often the mapped attributes are correlated spatially. Some of the above uncertainty analysis methods have been extended to these spatially explicit functional models (Bachmann and Allgower; Fang et aI. 2000; Heuvelink, 1998; Wang et aI., 2000a) . However, in these extensions, the uncertainty analysis methods were applied under the assumption that mapped attributes were independent in space.
Joint sequential spatial simulations of multiple attributes have been widely used in modelling natural resources, ecological and environmental attributes (Goovaerts, 1997 , Mowrer, 1997 , Wang et aI., 2000b . With this type of spatial simulator, it is possible to simultaneously account for the spatial correlation of individual attributes, as well as for the correlation between attributes. (Gomez-Hernandez and Cassiraga, 1994; Goovaerts, 1997) . With sequential simulations, when the attributes of interest are correlated, the variability of an attribute of interest at a pixel comes from spatial variability of neighboring pixels as well as variability between the attributes. The variation (variance and covariance) of the attribute vector for a pixel is determined by auto and cross correlation, and variation of the attribute vectors for neighboring pixels.
When the attributes estimated using sequential joint simulation are used as inputs of a functional model, the uncertainty of model predictions on a pixel basis comes from the variation of inputs at the same pixel, from variation of neighboring pixels, and from the spatial correlation of attributes. When the uncertainty in predictions is assessed, both spatial and non-spatial uncertainty sources should be accounted for.
All existing uncertainty analysis methods are deficient when the spatial correlation and neighboring information is considered in uncertainty analysis. The structure of the functional model and computational cost can make it very difficult to apply the existing methods. When the structure of a functional model does not contain any terms dealing with neighboring information, the computationally-efficient uncertainty analysis methods, such as Taylor series and Fourier series based methods, can not be used to partition spatial uncertainty contributions. Since sequential joint simulation algorithms are usually computationally very intensive, uncertainty analysis methods that are based on Monte Carlo simulations can be computationally too expensive. Those uncertainty methods based on experimental design are impractical since it is very difficult to systematically control sequential joint simulation algorithms to assess uncertainty.
The objective of this study is to develop an uncertainty analysis procedure for spatially explicit functional models whose inputs (attributes) are estimated using joint sequential simulation. As a case study, the procedure was applied to a model used to spatially predict soil erodibility.
Brief review of joint sequential simulation
In joint sequential simulation of multiple attributes, an expected vector and estimation variance matrix of the attributes are obtained for each unknown location of a study area. The expected estimate and variance for each attribute are derived from a set of estimates drawn from conditional cumulative density functions (ccdfs). Commonly the density functions are assumed to be multiGaussian. Given this assumption, for each draw the ccdf is updated by an estimate and error variance yielded using a cokriging estimator with the modeled spatial variability of the attribute, sample data and previously simulated values given a neighborhood. Updating the ccdfs is thus critical for the joint sequential simulation.
Suppose that a study area is divided into N nodes of a grid and P attributes are estimated.
In this area, a sample is drawn and the sample data set { zp (up) , up = 1, 2, ... , np, p = 1, 2, ... , P} is obtained, and np is the number of sample data for the attribute p. The expectation and variance for the attribute pare mp and a: . The simple cokriging estimate Z;Ck (u) and error variance
np (u) (1)
-... -LAupCpp(up-u) where p = 1,2, ... , P; np(u) is the number of sample data and previously simulated values available at the location u for the attribute p given a neighborhood; and the number varies from location to location. If the data of attributes are not normally distributed, moreover, a normal score transformation is needed for each attribute. Then, the transformed data are used in simulation, and the simulated values are transformed back to the original data form. In a joint sequential simulation, first define a random path to visit each node of the grid once. At the u th node to be visited, determine the mean and variance of the ccdf for attribute p given the np original data and all (u -1) simulated values at the locations previously visited, and from that distribution, draw a value which will become the conditional datum for all subsequent drawings. The simulation is done when all N nodes are visited and provided with simulated values. Repeating the joint sequential simulation process many times with different visiting paths leads to a set of estimates at each location for each attribute. Finally, an expected vector and covariance matrix for P attributes at each location is calculated.
For more details of the joint sequential simulation algorithm, see relevant sections in Gomez-Hernandez, and lournel (1992) and Goovaerts (1997) .
Uncertainty Analysis Procedure
Based on attribute maps generated using joint sequential simulation, a functional model can be used to make predictions on a pixel basis. Let the functional model be:
where y is the prediction and ZI' Z2"·· ,Zp are the inputs (attributes). Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between attributes and prediction maps. The uncertainty of attributes ZI' Z2'··· ,Zp determines the uncertainty of y.
When using joint sequential simulation to estimate attributes, the uncertainty of the attributes at one pixel are related to the field observations, spatial variability in terms of auto and cross semivariograms, and information from neighboring pixels. Therefore, in uncertainty partitioning on a pixel basis, besides the uncertainty of the attributes at the concerned pixel (host pixel), the spatial correlation and effect of neighboring pixels should also be considered.
In a joint sequential simulation, usually several hundred replications are used to estimate the attributes at each pixel in a given study area. The mean and variation (variance and covariance) of all attributes and the corresponding model prediction can be estimated. From these replications, a large amount of information about variation of both attributes and model prediction can be extracted from the simulations. Gertner et al. (1996) and Parysow and Gertner (2000) proposed a regression analysis approach to partition uncertainty of a non-spatial functional model when dealing with large amounts of information on model uncertainty from computational experiments. The dependent variable for the regression model was the variance of the functional model prediction and the independent variables were the variances of the inputs of the functional model. After the coefficients of the regression model were estimated, variance contribution of each functional model input was determined by plugging its variance into the regression model and setting all other terms to be zero.
The regression approach can be extended to investigate spatial uncertainty propagation of a functional model when its inputs are estimated using the joint sequential simulation. Because it is very difficult to design a computational experiment when joint sequential simulation is used, the regression approach of Gertner et al. (1996) and Parysow and Gertner (2000) needs to be modified to meet the properties of spatial uncertainty from the joint sequential simulation.
Joint sequential simulation itself can provide needed data to develop a model for partitioning spatial uncertainty based on the regression approach. A random sample drawn from the variation of the predictions and inputs of the functional model obtained from the joint sequential simulation are similar to data sets obtained from computational experiments of Parysow and Gertner (2000) . For spatial uncertainty analysis, the random sample should contain not only the variation at the sampled pixels (host pixels) but also that of their neighboring pixels. Such a random sample can be used in the regression analysis of spatial uncertainty. Correspondingly, the regression model should include the terms for the spatial variability and variation of neighboring pixels. The auto and cross covariance terms reflect the effect of both spatial variability and variation of neighboring pixels. Since auto and cross covariance are dependent on distance, neighboring pixels can be grouped according to the distance to their host pixel. The location and number of each neighbor group are shown in Figure 2 .
The regression model used for spatial uncertainty partitioning will be a non-intercept model: 
When model inputs are considered as the uncertainty sources, Eq. 6 is used to partition spatial uncertainty of the predictions of the functional model.
Case Study
The uncertainty analysis procedure for joint sequential simulation was used to investigate uncertainty propagation in a case study related to spatial prediction of soil erosion. The spatial prediction of soil erodibility was made based on five soil properties (attributes) estimated using In Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE), soil erodibility factor (K factor) is used to reflect the impact of soil properties on soil erosion due to water. The soil properties include permeability (PE), structure (ST), and percent of organic matter (OM), sand (SA), and silt (SI). Permeability and structure were originally continuous and categorical variables, respectively, but they were treated as discrete variables when computing K factor (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) . The other three properties, organic matter, sand and silt, are continuous and their summation needs to be smaller than 100%. The values of soil erodibility factor K were computed from these soil properties according to the following function (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) :
The (English) unit of K factor is (ton·acre·hour)/(hundreds of acre·foot·tonf-inch) and tonf is ton force.
In the case study, the five inputs were jointly estimated using the joint sequential simulation, and soil erodibility values were derived using Eq. 7.
Study Area and Data
The study area of 87,890 hectares is located in east Texas. Its geographical location is between the longitude 97°55'01.1" and 97°30'01.1" Wand latitude 31°25'00.6" and 31°00'00.7" N. The soil is generally shallow to moderately deep and clayey, underlain by limestone bedrock. The elevation of this area ranged from 180 m to 375 m above sea level with 90 percent of the area below 260 meters (Tazik et al. 1993) . The slopes ranged from 0° to 33° with most the slopes in the range of 1° to 3°. The dominant vegetation includes grass, shrub and tree.
Soil samples were collected from 192 plots over the entire area and analyzed in a laboratory in terms of soil properties. Measured soil properties include all inputs needed for Eq. 7. Descriptive statistics for the sampled soil attributes are listed in Table 1 .
Spatial Simulation
The study area was divided into 440 X 440 pixels. The size of each pixel was 100 x 100 m 2 • The joint sequential simulation described above was used for the spatial prediction of five soil properties. The estimation of permeability and structure was performed as continuous variables and was converted into integer values in computing the K factor based on their marginal distributions and the generated values. The joint simulations were replicated 500 times. Across the 500 replications, the expected values and covariance matrix of the inputs and predictions using Eq. 7 were obtained at each location.
The omni-directional auto and cross semivariogram models measuring spatial correlation of the five soil properties were derived based on the field observations using spherical variogram models ( Table 2) . Each of the semivariogram models obtained consisted of two spatial structures with the first range of 30 x 100 meters and the second range of 250 x 100 meters. The semivariogram models had different nugget parameters and sill parameters. The different sill parameters indicated that the spatial variability in structure varied depending on the soil properties (Table 2 ). Figure 3 shows examples of some of the auto and cross semivariograms.
Spatial distribution maps of the estimated mean and the variance of K factor are displayed in Figure 4 . Estimated K factor ranged from 0.095 to 0.449 and its variance ranged from 0.0000 to 0.0099. The estimates of K factor and its variances were very large at the north and west edge of the study area, and both estimates and variances were low in patches in the south, east and northwest areas. In most of the study area, the estimated K factor was about 0.25 and the corresponding variance ranged from 0.005 to 0.006 (see Figure 4) . Sampling Spatial Uncertainty A systematical random sample was drawn from the results of joint simulation to develop the regression partitioning model. Among the 440 x 440 pixels used in the simulation, 484 pixels were selected from a 22-row by 22-column grid. For each of the selected pixels, neighboring pixels were selected as illustrated in Figure 2 . At each host pixel, both the variance of K factor and all variance and covariance terms of the five soil properties were recorded from the 500 joint simulations. For the neighboring pixels, the auto and cross covariance terms of the soil properties were also recorded. Table 3 lists some of the descriptive statistics from the systematic sample. Uncertainty partitioning Equation 4 was the general form of the regression model used for partitioning. Its dependent variable was the variance of K factor, and the independent variables were the covariances of soil properties: OM, SA, SI, PE, and ST. Six regression models were specified for comparison of the effects of neighboring groups. Modell only considered the host pixel and neighbor group 1 variables. Model 2 included the variables in Model 1 and, in addition, neighbor group 2 variables. This was continued until six neighbor groups were included in the regression model (see Table 4 ). The stepwise regression was carried out using SAS ®. The estimated coefficients of the regression models are listed in Table 4 . The R-squares of all the regression models were larger than 0.999 and the p-values of all listed coefficients were smaller than 0.024.
Except for var(ST) (variance of soil structure, i.e., covariance of ST and ST), all variance and covariance terms of the soil properties from the host pixels were selected in all six regression models. In Model 3, all variance and covariance terms from the host pixels and most auto and cross covariance terms from the neighbor groups were selected. In Models 4, 5, and 6, some auto or cross covariance terms from the closer neighbor groups were not selected but their corresponding terms from the farther neighbor groups were selected (Table 4) .
The influence of those immediate neighboring pixels to the host pixel should first be considered since spatial correlation decreases as distance increases. The most reasonable regression model should be the model that selected most of the terms from the immediate neighbor groups, since there was almost no difference in the quality in terms of goodness of fit of Models 1 to 6. Therefore, Model 3 was used to partition spatial uncertainty of K factor in this case study.
The error budget based on the average of the systematic sample showed that the uncertainty of K factor mainly came from the host pixels. The neighboring pixels had a negative uncertainty contribution (Table 5 ), implying that the neighboring information reduced uncertainty of the host pixel. At the host pixels, the largest uncertainty contributor was var(SI), which contributed over 48% uncertainty to the K factor. However, SI was the second largest contributor of the total uncertainty due to the large negative contribution from its covariance with other soil properties (Table 6 ). ST contributed the smallest proportion (about 13%) of total uncertainty. In neighbor groups, SI and ST were the largest negative uncertainty contributors.
The product of the estimated mean and variance of K factor was used to select "hot" and "cold" spots for uncertainty analysis. The pixels with the largest (hot spot) and smallest (cold spot) product of mean and variance were selected. Spatial uncertainty partitioning showed that the uncertainty at both spots came from their corresponding host pixels ( Figure 5 ). Due to different cross covariance, the contributions from the neighboring pixels were different in sign (positive or negative) and amount of uncertainty even when they belonged to the same neighbor group. All neighboring pixels at the cold spot had a negative contribution, while about half of the neighboring pixels at the hot spot had positive contribution ( Figure 5 ). The spatial uncertainty contributions of the host pixels at the interested spots are listed in Table 7 .
A transect was selected in the study area to assess the spatial uncertainty contribution across pixels. All host pixels were positive uncertainty contributors and neighboring pixels were mainly negative uncertainty contributors along the selected transect ( Figure 6 ). Negative uncertainties from the neighboring pixels ranged from 5% to 10% of the positive uncertainties from the host pixels. The closer neighbor groups produced a larger amount of absolute uncertainty ( Figure 6 ).
Figures 7 and 8 illustrated the contributions of the five soil properties at the host pixels and neighbor groups along the transect line. The largest contributors varied by soil properties and location.
Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, a joint sequential simulation was integrated with an uncertainty analysis procedure to partition uncertainty from spatially estimated multiple attributes. The cross-spatial variability among the attributes was introduced into the joint simulation, which should be the basis of spatial uncertainty analysis. We did not show the details of the results from the joint sequential simulation, since the focus of this paper was on building spatial uncertainty budgets. However, the joint simulation reproduced well the joint spatial statistics of the attributes.
The results of the joint sequential simulation for several soil properties in this case study showed that both the variances of a spatially explicit model and the variation of the model inputs are close to being symmetric and approximately normally distributed. The assumption of normality can thus be acceptable for the distribution of variation of spatial simulation. The approximately normal distribution makes it possible to analyze the relationship between variation of models and that of model inputs using regression analysis.
Both the final regression models and spatial uncertainty partitioning showed that the first three neighbor groups are sufficient for an initial regression model. The final regression model obtained can explain the uncertainty propagation of the spatially explicit model from its inputs. The coefficients express the sensitivity of the corresponding independent variables of the regression model. Since there is no intercept, the uncertainty propagated from the variation of an input to the model is the product of the variance (or covariance or cross covariance) of the input and the corresponding coefficient.
The integration of the joint sequential simulation with the uncertainty analysis procedure in this study has made it possible to take into account the spatial correlation of multiple attributes and the effect of neighborhood when partitioning uncertainty. Most of the uncertainty of a model comes from the variation of the model inputs at the concerned (host) pixel. The spatial correlation among model inputs may contribute positive or negative uncertainty. Discarding the spatial correlation among model inputs may result in large bias in predicting model variance. On the other hand, the neighbors of a host pixel usually contribute negative uncertainty through cross correlation, indicating a reduction in total uncertainty of the host pixel, although the uncertainty contribution from neighboring pixels occasionally is positive. This implies that neglecting the cross-spatial correlation in regression analysis may lead to overestimating the uncertainty contribution of model inputs for most pixels of a study area. The uncertainty contribution of neighboring pixels could be totally different even when they have the same distance to a host pixel. The largest and smallest uncertainty contributors vary by soil properties and location.
Generally, uncertainty of a spatially explicit model comes from the distribution of model inputs, sampling, measurements, data processing, and spatial simulation. In this study it was assumed that there were no errors in sampling, measurements, and data processing. The only uncertainty sources of a spatially explicit model considered here were the distributions of its inputs and the simulation process.
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